FRIDAY, AUGUST 23

10 A.M.  PARKING LOTS OPEN.
11 A.M.-6 P.M.  JAMES HINCHCLIFFE RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE (DRAG STRIP TOWER).
11:30 A.M.  SPECTATOR GATES OPEN; Paddock PASS UPGRADES OPEN.
1-2 P.M.  NTT INDYCAR SERIES PRACTICE.
2:15-2:45 P.M.  INDY PRO 2000 PRACTICE.
3-3:45 P.M.  INDY LIGHTS PRACTICE.
4-5 P.M.  VINTAGE INDY REGISTRY EXHIBITION.
5:15-6:15 P.M.  COORS LIGHT POLE NIGHT NTT INDYCAR SERIES QUALIFYING.
6:30-7:15 P.M.  INDY PRO 2000 QUALIFYING.
7:30-8 P.M.  INDY LIGHTS QUALIFYING.
8:15-9:15 P.M.  NTT INDYCAR SERIES FINAL PRACTICE.
10:30 P.M.  TRACK CLOSED.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 24

10 A.M.  PARKING LOTS OPEN.
11:30 A.M.  SPECTATOR GATES OPEN.
11:45 A.M.-12:15 P.M.  VINTAGE INDY REGISTRY EXHIBITION.
12:45-2:15 P.M.  VINTAGE INDY REGISTRY OPEN WHEEL ICONS GARAGE PARTY AND AUTOGRAPH SESSION.
12:30-1:30 P.M.  NASCAR K&N PRO SERIES QUALIFYING.
1:45 P.M.  INDY PRO 2000 CHAMPIONSHIP PRESENTED BY COOPER TIRES (55 LAPS).
2-6 P.M.  RUMBLE BEFORE THE ROAR PRE-RACE PARTY.
2 P.M.  NTT INDYCAR SERIES PADDock OPENS.
2:40 P.M.  VINTAGE INDY REGISTRY FINAL EXHIBITION.
3-4 P.M.  NTT INDYCAR SERIES DRIVER AUTOGRAPH SESSION.
3:25 P.M.  INDY LIGHTS RACE (75 LAPS).
4:35 P.M.  NASCAR K&N PRO SERIES MONACO 125 PRESENTED BY WEST COAST STOCK CAR HALL OF FAME.
6:15 P.M.  PARADE LAPS.
6:30 P.M.  BOMMARITO AUTOMOTIVE GROUP 500 PRE-RACE SHOW.
7 P.M.  NTT INDYCAR SERIES BOMMARITO AUTOMOTIVE GROUP 500 PRESENTED BY AXALTA AND VALVOLINE.